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Abstract
Background
Approximately a third of all stroke patients develop spatial neglect, a
debilitating symptom associated with poor outcome. Spatial neglect is
clinically defined as a deficit in processing and responding to stimuli
presented on the contralesional side of the body, or the space surrounding
that side of the body. The heterogenetic, multi-sensory nature of the
symptoms renders it difficult to diagnose and treat; therefor effective
methods for screening and intervention for neglect are needed. Virtual
reality (VR) is a method of brain–computer interaction that involves realtime simulation of an environment, scenario or activity that allows for
user interaction and targets multiple senses. We hypothesize that VR can
facilitate identification of spatial neglect in stroke patients and that
training with this interface will improve patient’s functional outcome,
through stimulation to neuronal networks including those controlling
attention.
Objective The objective was to construct and validate a computerized
test battery for spatial neglect and to investigate its usability in stroke
patients. Also to design and develop a VR rehabilitation method for spatial
neglect and to evaluate its effects on spatial attention and on neuronal
activity in the brain.
Method We designed, developed and evaluated a new concept for
assessment (VR-DiSTRO®) and training (RehAtt®) of spatial attention,
using VR technology. The hardware consisted of a PC, monitor, 3D-glasses
and a force feedback device to control the tasks (i.e., a robotic pen). The
software enabled targets to be moved, rotated and manipulated in the 3D
environment using the robotic pen. RehAtt® made it possible to combine
intense visual scanning training, multi-sensory stimulation (i.e., audio,
visual, tactile) and sensory-motor activation of the contralesional arm. In
a first study on 31 stroke patients we performed a construct validation of
VR-DiSTRO® against Rivermead Behavioural Test Battery (BIT) and

investigated the usability. In a second study, 15 subjects with chronic
spatial neglect (symptoms >6 month) had self-training, 3 x 1 hour for 5
weeks using RehAtt®. Outcome were measured by changes in neglect tests
and in Cathrine Bergego Scale (CBS). Training-related changes in
neuronal activity of the brain was studied using fMRI during task and in
resting state.
Results VR-DiSTRO® correctly identified all patients with neglect. The
sensitivity was 100% and the specificity 82% for VR-DiSTRO® compared
to BIT. Usability was high and no side-effects were noted. Using repeated
measurement analysis, improvements due to the RehAtt® intervention
were found for Baking tray task (p < 0.001), Star cancellation test (p =
0.006) and Extinction test (p = 0.05). Improvements were also seen in the
Posner task as fewer missed targets (p = 0.024). Improvement in activities
of daily living (CBS) was shown immediately after training (p < 0.01) and
patients still reported improvement at 6 months follow-up. Trainingrelated changes in neuronal activity were seen as an increased task-evoked
brain activity in prefrontal and temporal cortex, mainly outside the
attention network but in related cortical areas. During resting state,
changes in network connectivity were seen after intervention with
RehAtt® in the Dorsal Attention Network (DAN) and interhemispheric
connectivity.
Conclusion VR-DiSTRO® identified visuospatial neglect in stroke
patients quickly and with a high accuracy. RehAtt® training improved in
spatial attention in chronic neglect with transfer to functions in daily
living. Increased neuronal brain activity was found in and between
attention networks and related brain structures. This could represent a
compensatory effect in addition to sign of a restorative effect from the
RehAtt training. The results obtained in this study are promising,
encourage further development of the methods and merit for further
studies.
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Background
Stroke and Spatial Neglect
Spatial neglect is a common and debilitating consequence of stroke.(1-3)
A stroke is the sudden loss of neurological function due to an interruption
in blood supply to the brain tissue, caused by either a clot or an eruption
of a blood vessel.(4) It is the main cause of long-term disability due to
persistent motor and cognitive impairments.(5) If the stroke occurs in the
left side of the brain, it impacts the functions of the right side of the body;
persisting symptoms often include paralysis, numbness, and cognitive
problems such as aphasia and apraxia. If the stroke occurs in the right side
of the brain, the paresis affects the left side of the body and the most
common cognitive consequence is spatial neglect.(6, 7) Spatial neglect, or
simply neglect, is a heterogenetic and multi-sensory phenomenon(8) and
is therefore difficult to diagnose and treat.(9) There is a lack of effective
screening and treatment methods.(10) Neglect is defined as a deficit in
processing and responding to stimuli presented on the contralesional side
of the body – or the space surrounding that side of the body.(11) More
than 30% of all stroke patients have neglect at onset and spontaneous
recovery can occur during the first 12 weeks after the stroke.(1, 6, 12) This
is also the best time window for effective rehabilitation due to brain
plasticity.(13) The neglect is considered chronic when symptoms persist
beyond six months after the stroke. Chronic neglect affects 15% of stroke
survivors.(1, 14, 15) There are theories that Virtual Reality (VR) can serve
as an enriched environment and have restorative effects on stroke
rehabilitation.(16-18) We aim to design and develop new methods
towards assessing and improving symptoms of neglect by combining the
latest knowledge on neglect mechanisms and the use of VR. We also
wanted to elucidate possibilities for effective rehabilitation in chronic
neglect and further the understanding of the neurological mechanisms.
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Vuilleumier

Spatial neglect and the parietal lobe

Figure 2. Fronto-parietal networks controlling spatial attention. (A) Parietal and frontal areas involved in spatial attention are
linked by three distinct white-matter tracts in the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF). (B) Their projection sites in both the
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Neglect
Spatial neglect affects not only spatial attention but also the general
capacity for attention, therefore the prefixes spatial, hemispatial and
unilateral can make the nomenclature unclear. Spatial neglect affects the
ability to explore the environment, search and orientate; and it causes
impairment to be attentive to the contralesional arm (i.e., opposite side to
the stroke lesion) and that side of space surrounding the body. For people
with neglect, it becomes difficult to find objects placed on their left side
and they may bump into objects on the left with the risk of falling. In traffic
situations, they may fail to observe traffic coming from the left. The left
side of their own body may become unfamiliar and the ability to control
the left arm might be missing. The left side of their face may be neglected
when grooming, shaving or putting on makeup. The left side of objects
seem to disappear; thus they may leave food placed on this side of the
plate; they may be unable to read since they are missing the left start point.
Neglect, is commonly accompanied with some other co-factors that
complicate the rehabilitation, such as; lack of awareness or recognition of
contralesional side of body (anosognosia), unawareness of impairments
from the stroke (anosodiaphoria), visual field defects (hemianopia),
impaired working memory and behavior problems including a repetitive
way of acting (perservations) and low motivation and drive for
rehabilitation.(19)
The heterogenicity of impairments in neglect should be a major
consideration when choosing methods for diagnosis and rehabilitation.
The prognosis for patients with neglect is poor in terms of both motor and
cognitive rehabilitation.(3) Neglect is a major hindrance in regaining
independence in everyday life, prolongs the length of hospital stay and
seriously affects on-going quality of life.(1, 20-24) Spatial attention is
essential to many perceptual, cognitive, and motor functions and its
absence contributes to many problems during rehabilitation. Thus, there
is a need for more effective and comprehensive screening, assessment and
rehabilitation methods for neglect.
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Summary of Symptoms of Neglect
Symptoms of neglect are heterogeneous but can be characterized by three
main entangled components of impairment; 1. spatial attention and
orientation; 2. spatial awareness and 3. non-spatial attention.(7, 19, 25,
26) These core deficits and symptoms can be listed as;
Deficits in spatial attention and orientation
Difficulties to attend to, orient to and explore the contralesional
(opposite side to the stroke lesion) environment, within both peripersonal space (within an arm´s length) and extra-personal space
(beyond an arm-length).
Impaired perception which gives difficulty to attend to, locate,
understand and interact with visual, auditory, and tactile
information, especially when presented on the contralesional side
of the body.
Defect spatial awareness
In personal hemi neglect the lack of awareness affects the caring
for and the attention to the left side of the body (upper and/or
lower extremities). A balance problem is common with a pushing
behavior towards the left and a rotation of gaze, head and trunk to
the right. By not having awareness of peri- and extra-personal
hemispace, patients fail to scan and orient to the left side.
Impaired mental spatial representation. For instance, left side is
missing when patient describe their “mental” images of objects.
Two different reference frames, which often coexist are described
in hemispatial neglect. The main frame is spatial neglect from an
egocentric perspective, a body-midline-centered spatial neglect.
There is also an allocentric (object-centered). Having allocentric,
spatial neglect makes them leave out for example the left of two
objects or left part of an object placed in any position left or right
from their body midline.
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Impaired function of visuomotor exploring causing limitations
in movement of hands and gaze towards the space surrounding
the contralesional side of the body.
Motor neglect as an inability to activate the remaining motor
function in a paretic arm or leg, spontaneously or in response to a
command or stimuli.
Non-spatial attention deficits,
The low level of arousal and vigilance affects the ability to stay alert
and sustain focus. It is part of the non-spatial attention deficits in
neglect. This impairs the ability to switch on a goal-driven topdown control of attention, the function to initiate an endogen
function to be ready to act. This also affects and reduce the ability
to stay alert and to shift and re-orientate attention quickly when
an object appears from an unexpected direction. The reaction time
to a new or salient stimulus are prolonged.
There is an impaired function of stimuli driven control of attention
(bottom-up). There is also an impaired function of cognitive
control to be ready to react without warning (intrinsic alertness)
and also to be ready to increase responsewill, for example the
capacity to act after a warning cue (phasic alertness). There is
limited capacity, of general spatial attention i.e., an inability to
shift and divide attention between two stimuli when presented
simultaneously on the left and right side. The ipsilateral focus will
then dominate and the stimuli (visual, audio or and tactile)
presented on contralesional side disappears (extinction).
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Pathophysiology of Neglect after Stroke and its Recovery
Stroke and Recovery
After acute stroke, a chain of different mechanisms causes motor and
cognitive dysfunction. There are then several potential mechanisms for
the recovery of function. The first three months after stroke represent a
critical period of brain plasticity, resulting spontaneously or in relation to
challenges within a training program.(27) Recovery involves many
neurological processes including; reverse diaschisis (incoming neuronal
traffic to connected areas causes increased excitation in these regions after
a time of hypo-metabolism due to loss of incoming signals), nerve cell
regeneration, neurogenesis, angiogenesis, dendritic and axonal
arborization, increased numbers and strengthening of neuronal synapses
and an increased number of receptors.(28) There is a plateau after three
months of spontaneous recovery, however important structural and
functional reorganization from training still can take place. Furthermore,
after six months, despite this being referred to as the chronic phase, some
effective rehabilitation of function can be obtained.(14, 29, 30) The
training-related changes of neuronal activation involved in the chronic
phase beg further elucidation.(31) One recurrent question is whether
improvements from training are due to restorative effect or compensatory
responses.(15, 31, 32)
Structural Lesions and Functional Breakdown
Neglect is mainly associated with stroke injuries in the right
hemisphere.(14) The right-sided dominance of neglect follows the
anatomy of partly lateralized function of attention to the right
hemisphere´s ventral regions.(33) Particularly causative for neglect are
stroke lesions located in the right; superior and middle temporal gyri,
(STG, MT) basal ganglia (BG), and especially in the white matter tracts
(Fig. 1.) superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) and uncinate fasciculus
(FU), but also lesions in frontal areas. Lesions in the same critical
structures causes chronic neglect.(14, 26, 34, 35) However, lesions
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mapping studies using MR has shown that neglect symptoms can only
partly be explained by the location and size of the structural lesions.(26)
For example, small sub-cortical lesions in white matter structures as SLF
II, connecting frontal and parietal areas, can cause a wide range of neglect
symptoms.(36) Indicating that loss of function in key nodes responsible
for the neuronal traffic within the attention network can be important
components in the mechanism of neglect. These networks involve distant
frontal and parietal regions in both the right and left hemispheres.(33)
Neglect is thus rather caused by a breakdown in the function of integrating
non-spatial and spatial attention.(33)
Attention Networks
The neuronal attention networks can be studied by using functional
neuroimaging methods. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
measures the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal, during
performance of tasks and gives a temporal correlation interpreted as co(37)neuronal activity provides information about activity in brain regions
and brain networks that are related to specific functions (e.g. vision,
attention, motor). Almost the same pattern of synchronized neuronal
activation for a task can be identified at rest, in the absence of any task or
stimuli (resting state networks).(38) Studying changes in the neuronal
activity during a task and the connectivity in brain networks at rest, over
time or the change before and after intervention, provides a window to
study physiological function. This can illuminate spontaneous as well as
training-related changes in neuronal activity in neglect.(12, 39-43) To
study the changes in pattern of connectivity in and between Dorsal
Attention Network DAN and Ventral Attention Network VAN, as well as
intra and interhemispheric connectivity is thus a possibility for
understanding the function of spatial attention and its recovery after
stroke.(33, 42, 44) (Fig. 2.) The VAN is primarily connecting right
temporal-parietal junction (TPJ) and the ventral frontal cortex (VFC). It
is a bottom-up, multi-sensory stimuli driven part of the attention
networks, localized in the ventral part of the right hemisphere. The VAN
is mainly responsible for reorientation, alertness and vigilance. The DAN
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connects frontoparietal regions including intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and
frontal eye field (FEF). It provides a top-down, goal driven control of
spatial attention located in both hemispheres, mainly responsible for
controlling and directing spatial attention, and for coding stimulus
selection and its salience.(33)
Training-related Changes in Neuronal Activity
In the critical sub-acute phase for post stroke recovery, fMRI analysis (42,
45) revealed a key pattern of enhanced connectivity within the DAN as
being favorable for recovery from neglect.(33, 45) A pattern of
strengthened inter-hemispheric activity is also important, as well as
rebalanced activation between functionally homologus regions in lesioned
and non-lesioned hemisphere.(33, 45) Enhanced activation of the
functionally homologue DAN regions in the left hemisphere has been
reported as a non-favorable activation pattern for symptom recovery.(42)
Contradictorily, activation of posterior parietal regions of the DAN located
in the left hemisphere was reported as favorable for neglect recovery in a
longitudinal study.(12)
Studying changes in neuronal activity in relation to behavioral effect from
training methods, could give guidance in the design of new rehabilitation
methods for neglect.(26, 37, 46, 47) In the literature, there are a few
studies showing neglect training-related neuronal changes identified with
fMRI. Visual alertness training (AIXTENT) performed on a computer
screen, has revealed increased activity in frontoparietal regions.(48)
Optokinetic stimulation (OKS) is also a computerised neglect training that
induced changes in more posterior brain regions.(46) Saj and Vuilleumier
studied neuronal effect after one treatment wearing right deviated prism
glasses, Prism Adaptation (PA).(37, 49) An increased activation was seen
in the bilateral parietal, frontal, and occipital cortices during tasks of
bisection and visual search directly after exposure(37)
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Diagnostics of Neglect
Severe neglect in a patient at a stroke ward is easily observed and
identified from the patient’s behavior; however, mild or moderate neglect
may be overlooked.(19, 50) According to recommendations in stroke
guidelines, scanning for cognitive impairments including neglect should
be a clinical routine.(51-54) The NIH-Stroke Scale (items No 3 and 11 are
for neglect)(55) is the most commonly used screening test for neglect in
the emergency settings. It is easy to use, but its sensitivity for finding
neglect is low. By using NIH-SS to identify neglect only 43% in a study of
1200 stroke patients with acute right-sided lesion were diagnosed.(56)
Instead, by using a set of paper-and-pen tests, such as cancellation tests
and object copying or drawing, neglect diagnosis frequency increased to
85% in those with right-sided lesions(9) Despite an extensive body of
research on neglect assessment tools, there is currently no recommended
single test that correctly identifies stroke subjects with neglect, resulting
in a battery of tests being necessary.(26, 57, 58)
In research environments, the Rivermead Behavioral Inattention Test
(BIT, 15 subtests)(59) is often considered the standard criterion, or gold
standard, for spatial neglect.(59, 60) However, the clinical use is limited
because it takes about one hour to investigate the patient plus 30 minutes
for scoring by a neuropsychologist or occupational therapist. Only
patients having a high functional level manage to concentrate for this long.
Another disadvantage is that the BIT battery is language dependent. As
BIT is complicated to perform, a consequence has been that investigators
prefer to use one or a selection of paper-and-pencil tests from BIT. This
create the risk of missing subjects with mild spatial neglect or neglect in
chronic phase.(61-63)
There is a recommendation to use structural methods for assessment of
spatial neglect behavior in activities of daily living (ADL).(10, 50, 64) The
Catherine Bergego Scale (CBS)(50) or the further improved version for
more standardized scoring, the Kessler Foundation-NAP(65), are
examples of scales that include scoring for impaired spatial attention.
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Figure 2 The ventral network mainly lateralized to the right hemisphere.
Internetwork depicted by bidirectional arrows. Interhemispheric
connections between homologue areas are not shown. FEF = frontal eye
fields; IPS = intraparietal sulcus; VFC = ventral frontal cortex; TPJ =
temporoparietal junction; V = visual cortex.

Figure 3. Neglect shown in a Star Cancellation Test, as an example of how
a computerized test may give more information than a paper and pen tests.
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These include assessment of factors such as visual scanning, direction of
gaze and acting to sound stimuli. Focus is paied to awareness and care of
contralesional side of the body and to the near peripersonal space in
grooming, dressing and during a meal. Also, awareness of the surrounding
hemispace, orientation ability and risk of collision to obstacles on
contralesional side are examples of tasks included in these scales. CBS
consists of a three-part questionnaire for patient, next to kin and
therapist.(50)
In a Canadian survey, 28 different diagnostic tests for neglect were used
by occupational therapists.(66) Most of them paper and pen tests that had
a low sensitivity for detection.(9) BIT subtests such as Cancellation and
Line Bisection tests are still among the most recommended neglect tests.
Their sensitivity and specificity are varying and even when combined,
their predictability for neglect is low depending of definition of neglect.
Learned compensatory strategies might cover for true deviation of their
focus to the right side. This might give a test result that masks
impairments significant in spatial behavior in activity.(50, 64, 67)
The Posner Cueing test, a reaction time index, is likely a more sensitive
test for mild neglect then the traditional pen-and-paper tests.(62)
Extinction tests (NIH-SS#3 and #9)(68) are important to capture the
limited capacity of attention in different sensory modalities.(8) (73). The
pen-and-paper tests assess neglect in near-peri-personal space only.
Neglect extending into extra-personal space might be missed, with
dangerous impacts on behaviour (e.g. traffic situations).
Pen-and-paper tests do not reflect the multisensory complexity and
perceptual-attention part of the neglect phenomenon (8), nor do they
assess the sensorimotor exploring behaviour as in impaired movements
to act towards left-sided stimuli.(19) Baking Tray task has been suggested
as a sensitive test for neglect behavioural.(69, 70) Transforming
conventional pen-and-paper tests to computer applications is known to
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improve the test sensitivity and specificity.(71, 72) Computerized tests
give more information as it is possible to register start point, scanning
pattern, and end point.(71) (Fig. 3.) In summary, there is a
recommendation to use a comprehensive battery of tests that cover the
different domains of spatial neglect and these should be combined with a
structural assessment of neglect behaviour in activities of daily living.
(Page 4-5. Fig 4.)

Rehabilitation of Neglect
Even though many different treatment methods for neglect have been
suggested, there is insufficient evidence to recommend any specific
interventions to increase independence.(10) In neglect rehabilitation
research, there are methodological problems, for instance a general lack
of consistence in outcome parameters and especially lack of evaluation
parameters describing transfer of improved function to activities of daily
life (ADL).(10) In the Cochrane review, effect of training was defined as
persistent improvement of spatial attention in ADL.(10) The main
intervention approaches are functional training, sensory stimulation,
strategy training and task repetition.(19, 73) In summary, rehabilitation
of neglect should focus on:(19, 73) Learning a strategy for visuospatial
scanning(74), activation of the contralesional arm(75) and tasks for
perceptual treatment (i.e., paper and pen tasks, reading, copy
pictures).(73, 76) There are novel approaches and therapy methods for
neglect, these can broadly be classified into four categories; 1. NonInvasive Brain Stimulation techniques, NIBS (as Transcranial Magnetic
Stimulation and Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)(77), 2. drugs
(cholinergic,
dopaminergic
and
noradrenergic
stimulating
treatments)(78); 3. Prism Adaptation(79) and VR methods(80).(81)
So far a general agreement seems to be that rehabilitation program for
neglect should include daily task-specific training.(51, 52, 54) Suggested
training time to relearn a function and achieve persistent improvement is
totally 40 hours of therapist led training.(76) This is difficult to achieve in
real reality at a stroke ward as the hospital stay in modern stroke care is
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short. There is a need of more research to provide evidence for more
specific recommendations for treatment of neglect. Many neglect
rehabilitation studies are small and do not have a randomised controlled
trial design, RCT design. Independent of training method, the intensity,
frequency and total amount of training differs between studies.(10)
Knowledge about training effect in patients with chronic neglect needs to
be elucidated, as rehabilitation effect mainly is evaluated in the first
months after stroke.
The suggested rehabilitation methods for neglect have been categorized
as either top-down methods (relearning strategies, i.e., scanning training)
or bottom-up stimulating techniques (to improve perceptual awareness,
i.e., optic kinetic stimulation). (10)Examples of bottom-up methods that
have proven effective are Optic Kinetic Stimulation (79, 82, 83), audio and
tactile cues(74, 84), visuomotor activation(75) Prism Adaptation(25, 79,
83), pleasant music (85) and VR games(80, 86).(10) Scanning training,
i.e., top-down stimulation, has shown improvement in acute and chronic
phase neglect.(74) In the ACRM, American Congress of Rehabilitation
guidelines there are recommendations to use top-down scanning training
to help patients learn strategies to compensate for their impairment, this
performed in combination with visuo spatial tasks.(73) From a theoretical
perspective there are now suggestions to combine top-down and bottomup methods in order to stimulate the VAN and DAN network mechanisms
to further improve the outcome of training.(33)
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.
Figure 4. Different lesioned regions in relation to neglect tests Illustration
from a meta-analysis of 20 lesion-mapping studies of neglect
symptoms illustrate the likelihood of lesions peaks for different for neglect
tests. A battery of tests is needed to cover for different behavioral
manifestations of spatial neglect.
Printed with permission from author Patrik Vuilleumier and
publisher,“Mapping the functional neuroanatomy of spatial neglect”.
Annals of New York Academy of Sciences 2013;1296:50-74."
."
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Virtual Reality
Virtual reality (VR) can be defined as a user-computer interface that
implements real-time simulations that the user perceives as a computerproduced environment. The user can experience and interact within the
VR environment via visual, audio, tactile or olfactory modalities.(16) VR
techniques can be more or less immersed, i.e., a feeling of being present
and fully involved. The immersed experience can range from a low-level
in commercial 2D computer games to high-level in desktop 3D interfaces,
to full immersed experience by using head-mounted displays. A fully
immersive technique means that the user is presented as an avatar, an 3D
image of the player acting within the VR environment.(80, 87, 88) The
computer controlled 3D image follows the user´s movements (i.e. the
motion of the device) in the environment and this is presented on the
display. The immersed experience is thought to give increased access to
mental capacity, such as “hyperfocused” attention.(89) Adding multisensory feed-back options in VR causes the immersed feeling to rise and
the environment may be experienced as fun and enriched. Enriched
environment is known to have a positive effect on stroke rehabilitation
(90), especially in combination with intense repetitions of the tasks (29,
30).
Interactions are made with a mouse, joystick, keyboard or sensors on the
body. Other options for interaction devices are gloves with attached wires.
Examples of such devices are Cyber glove® and Cyber grasp® that is used
for hand-training as well as Eye toy® and Leap motion® devices. Haptic
devices like Phantom Omni® (Geomagic touch®) are used in VR, giving a
forced feedback to the hand. Thus, visual objects can be manipulated,
moved and rotated. Depending on setup, this can provide a realistic
experience of resistance, weight and force to the hand. This interaction is
made possible by software that produces real-time physics. Immersed VRapplications are now available even in smartphones. Recently, more
sophisticated VR technologies have become more readily available and
affordable.(80, 90)
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In the design of different VR set-ups for stroke patients, and especially
those with neglect, it is important to evaluate the feasibility. This means
that ergonomic aspects and side :ffects such as motion sickness, nausea or
stress must be studied. It is also necessary to customize the VRenvironment and training tasks for people with impaired attention
capacity and various other deficits from stroke lesions as paresis. VR and
robotically-assisted training have been found to be beneficial in strokerehabilitation in improving upper limb function with transfer to improved
function in ADL.(91-93) There are also some evidence for positive effects
from using VR for neglect rehabilitation.(76, 80, 81, 94, 95)

VR-Diagnostics for Spatial Neglect
The number of neglect studies using VR for diagnostic and training
purposes is rapidly increasing.(80, 95) A multi-sensory approach may be
beneficial in the testing and treatment of spatial neglect.(8) Using VR
technology in development of diagnostic methods for neglect offers
several benefits.(80, 95) For instance, tracking and recording of eye
movements, head and limb movements are possible in VR applications.
Behavior and response can be recorded and measured in accordance to
stimuli.(80)(91)
Other benefits by using VR technology are how the test situation can be
designed to display and dynamically regulate multi-sensory stimuli in
peri- and extra-personal space within a 3D environment.(80) VR tasks
can also involve registration of behavior in more challenging and dynamic
types of tasks compared to paper-and-pen tests. For instance, tests can be
creates within an ecological 3D environment as in traffic situation or
during a walk in the park.(96, 97)
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VR Rehabilitation for Neglect
There is limited evidence of improvement of spatial neglect from training
in VR(80, 95) In a RCT (98) a therapy method was evaluated where left
hemi-body was activated in a 2D video game environment, visual feedback
was given from limb activation. This was shown to be more effective than
conventional scanning therapy. Since the 1990s VR technology has been
used to construct methods for diagnostics, assessment and treatment of
neglect. However, it has mainly been evaluated in small studies.(80, 95)
An interesting option with VR is learning a strategy as visual-scanningtraining in a motivating and ecologically relevant VR environment. VR
enables training situations that otherwise would not be possible in the
hospital rehabilitation environment: scanning traffic to safely cross a
street, training for driving, visual search in shops, visits in virtual
restaurants and parks.(80)
VR makes it possible to enhance learning effect of a scanning strategy
from the multisensory guiding cues and the high intensity of repetitions
with increasing level of difficulty that will likely be favourable compared
to the training in daily life activities.(29) It might diminish the needed
volume of training time recommended to establish a persistent effect of
improved function.
The recommended methods of limb activation to improve spatial
attention, can be included in a VR method for neglect by using robotics.
(75) This might be a way to improve the awareness and motor function in
the contralesional paretic limb.(99) Methods constructed as selfinstructional and motivating by using game rewards might be used as selftraining and then reduce time of support from occupational therapist. The
perceptual training of spatial awareness in VR can be designed to include
the crucial multi-sensory aspects of spatial neglect in the tasks.(100) In
the design of a VR-game applications for spatial neglect one can also
include advanced tasks for top-down activity. For example, moving 3D
puzzle and construction tasks are high level perceptual visuo-spatial
training. Guidance during the task by visual, audio and tactile cues might
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enhance effect by step-wise directing attention towards targets appearing
in the neglected surrounding space, both near and far. The emerging
prospect for neglect training using VR is to see how to combine
recommended methods towards developing an enriched optimal
rehabilitation for the patient.(29)
The question remains whether the positive effect on function from neglect
training originates from a compensatory or restorative processes or in the
brain.(27, 28) We find it important to illuminate that question in this
study by analysing training-related changes in neuronal activity using
fMRI techniques.

Research Rationale
Neglect is a common cognitive impairment that seriously hinders stroke
patients´ability to regain independence in daily life. A substantial part of
stroke survivor’s experiences long-standing attention impairments
regarded as chronic neglect. Thus, there is an urgent need for improved
methods to screen for neglect, and effective training methods that could
improve the care for stroke patients that have neglect. Little is known
about training-related neuronal changes related to neglect, especially in
those whose impairments of spatial attention is regarded as chronic.
We have found VR to be a promising technical platform to use in the
construction of conceptually new methods for assessment and
rehabilitation of spatial neglect. VR computerized versions may give
standardized and repeatable test situations compared to conventional
neglect tests. They offer better control of stimuli and registration of
response. A selection of tests pinpointing different domains of neglect
could be created using VR methodology, which would probably make it
more efficient to screen for neglect among stroke patients, compared to
using a large standard criterion test battery. The usability and feasibility
of such a VR tool needs to be evaluated. VR-technology used in the
construction of a training method would make it possible to combine a
sample of bottom-up techniques giving visual, audio and tactile
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stimulation, methods that previously have showed effects in RCT.
Activation of the contralesional arm is possible by using a haptic device.
Altogether this may create an enriched training environment known to
enhance training effects after stroke. Adding a selection of top-down tasks
pinpointing spatial, non-spatial and motor attentional domains would
thereby create an enriched rehabilitation for neglect.
This dissertation will focus on identifying the best design, to develop and
evaluate a VR-neglect test-battery and a VR-training battery. The
hypothesis was that a top-down learning of a visual scanning strategy
enhanced by bottom-up multi-sensory stimulation in VR would improve
spatial attention behavior in chronic neglect in tests and in activities of
daily life. Effect from the VR-method would give a training-related change
in or between attention networks and related areas.
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Aims
A general aim of this thesis project was to design, develop and evaluate a
new method of assessment and training for spatial neglect using virtual
reality technology and to study the pathophysiological features of its effect
in chronic neglect. Specific aims were;
I
To propose, construct and validate a computerised test battery VRDiSTRO® for spatial neglect and to investigate its usability in elderly
patients with stroke.
II
To design and develop RehAtt®, a virtual reality training battery for
spatial neglect based on evidence based theory and in a clinical study to
evaluate the battery regarding improvement in spatial attention.
III and IV
To describe how RehAtt® training changes brain function by analyzing
task and resting state fMRI, collected before and after training.
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Materials and Methods
Table 1. Study overview
I

II

III

IV

Patient cohort

1.

2.

2.

2.

Stroke subjects(n)

31

15

12

13

Ischemic infarcts

28

15

12

13

haemorrhages

3

0

0

0

Lesion in right

19/31

15/15

12/12

13/13

neglect (n)

9

15

12

13

Type of neglect

subacute

chronic

chronic

chronic

BIT

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Yes

Yes

Yes

fMRI Posner´s task

Yes

Yes

fMRI resting state

Yes

Yes

Intracerebral

hemisphere
Patients with

(Behavioral
Inattention test )
Paper-and-pen and

x

conventional tests
VR-DiSTRO®

x

computerised
neglect test battery
RehAtt®
VR intervention for
neglect
MRI
Structural MRI
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Summary of Study Design
Two VR methods were designed and developed: VR-DiSTRO®, for the
diagnostic and assessment of spatial neglect, and RehAtt® for the training
of neglect patients. (Table 1.) Paper I concerns a construct validation of
the computerised neglect test battery VR-DiSTRO® to Rivermead
Behavioral Inattention Test (BIT 15 subtests) used as a criterion of spatial
neglect. The accuracy of VR-DiSTRO® to the BIT and a comparison of
each computerised tests to the corresponding conventional tests was
made. Each computerised test was also compared to the BIT. This study
was performed in an acute stroke ward, evaluating patients who had
suffered both left- and right-sided ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes.
In Paper II intervention with RehAtt® was proposed and evaluated in a
cohort of stroke patients with chronic spatial neglect. Baseline
investigations consisted of a battery of neglect tests repeated three times
during five weeks and were then repeated after the intervention. To
evaluate the effect of RehAtt® on the activities of daily life, CBS was used
to assess spatial attention before and after intervention and again six
months later. Paper III and IV refer to the same patient population as in
paper II but seek to evaluate changes in neuronal activity before and after
training with RehAtt® in relation to different MRI techniques. Paper III
present an analysis of cortical activation during the task sequence fMRI,
and Paper IV is an analysis of connectivity in the patient’s neuronal
network during the resting state in fMRI.

Figure 5. Study design for paper II-IV, fMRI data collected for III and IV.
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Subjects
All subjects in Paper I-IV had a stroke defined according to the WHO
criteria.(101) (Table 1.) Patients included in cohort one for the evaluation
of VR-DiSTRO® were 31 stroke patients (9 women, 22 men; mean age
74.1±11 years±SD) recruited consecutively from the stroke ward at the
Umea University Hospital. Inclusion criteria were an ischemic or
hemorrhagic lesion (left or right hemisphere) and able to participate in a
test-session for one hour.
Subjects included in cohort two for the evaluation of RehAtt® (Paper IIIV) were invited to participate after being identified from their medical
record as having reported signs of impaired spatial attention. Patients
were not eligible if they had severe visual impairment, severe medical
illness, severe depression, or cognitive dysfunction. All of them had
received regular rehabilitation for neglect at the time of their stroke onset.
Fifteen subjects (4 women, 11 men; mean age = 72.7±6.1) were included.
They had persisting symptoms of neglect more than six months after a
right-sided ischemic lesion (range 6–120 months after ictus, mean = 41
months). (Table 2.) (Fig 8)
Papers III and IV refer to the same patients as in paper II. Fourteen of the
fifteen subjects performed an MRI scan before and after intervention with
RehAtt® of whom twelve patients fulfilled the task fMRI protocol in Paper
III and thirteen fulfilled the Resting State MRI protocol in paper IV. There
were no dropouts. One of fifteen had contraindication for MR, a heart
implant.
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Ethics
All subjects were given oral and written information and signed a written
consent. The Ethical Review Board at Umeå University approved this
research (06-078 and 2010-266-31M).

Investigations
At start of the studies, all subjects (Paper I-IV) were investigated with the
National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIH-SS)(68), the Mini Mental
State Examination (MMSE)(101), Humphrey perimetry, the Barthel index
(BI) and the modified Rankin Scale (mRS)(102). The education level and
computer experience were registered. (Table 2).
Definition of spatial neglect
In the first study cohort (paper I), spatial neglect was defined according
to the The Rivermead Behavioral Inattention Test (BIT with 15
subtests).(59) In cohort two (Paper II-IV), patients were defined as having
spatial neglect if they failed one or more of the four subtests in the VRDiSTRO® (Star Cancellation Task, Line bisection Task, Extinction test or
Baking Tray Task)(103) and had impairment of spatial attention in
activities of daily living, measured by the Catherine Bergego Scale
(CBS).(50)
Test situation
All test sessions were performed in a quiet room. Patients were sitting with
tests presented in their body midline. Instructions were given in a similar
structured way following the manuals for computerized tests and
conventional tests. No time limits were used. In Paper I the time for the
test procedures were measured for VR-DiSTRO® and for BIT.
Performance was overlooked from outside the room for computerized
tests. A psychologist performed the BIT test battery. The investigators
were blinded regarding diagnosis in Paper I.
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The instrument set-up for VR-DiSTRO® and RehAtt®
A desktop computer (EMS Shuttle P4 3GHz; EMS, Umeå, Sweden),
graphics card (Nvidia Quadro FX, Santa Clara, CA, USA), headphones, 3D
stereo shutter glasses (Crystal Eyes; Stereographics⁄RealD, Beverly Hills,
CA, USA), a robotic pen (Phantom Omni haptic device; SensAble
Technologies, Woburn MA, USA), a monitor and numeric keyboard. The
software used in the project was initially based on the open source
platform Colloseum3D VRlab, Umeå University, Sweden.(104) This
provides the basic functionality for scripted 3D-graphics, physics-based
simulation, audio and haptic feedback. (Fig. 7.)
Posner Cueing task
The Posner Cueing task was used in studies II-IV. (Fig. 6.) This is a
computerised task for goal directed spatial attention and was performed
as an ad-on test to VR-DiSTRO® (1x40 trials) at the three baseline test
sessions and after intervention. The same task was also used in the MRI
scanner before and after RehAtt® intervention (2 x 40 trials) to study
changes in cortical activation. (Fig 6.)
Test performance.
The participants looked at a red fixation cross at the centre of a screen.
(regressor) A new trial was started by a change of colour from red to green,
an arrow “a cue” pointing either left or right appeared signalling ready to
act and directed attention towards upcoming stimuli. After a random
delay a target appeared to either left- or right-side on the screen. These
left and right targets that were either congruent with the cue (arrow had
pointed correct direction towards target in 75%) or incongruent (arrow
distractingly pointed in opposite direction in 25%). Target detection was
indicated with a right-hand key-press. (Fig 6.)
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Figure 6. Posner´s cuing task.

Behavioral performances before and after RehAtt® intervention on the
Posner cueing task were measured in accuracy (% misses left and right),
and reaction time (RT) in ms for targets to left and right side, for targets
appearing after a congruent respectively non-congruent cue respectively.
Table 2. Demographic and clinical features in paper II-IV
15 Subjects

Mean, SD ± (range)

Age, years

72.8±5.7 (62-82)

Time post stroke, months

41±27 (6-120)

NIH-SS, total score

6.31 (1-15)

NIH-SS, 5a left motor arm score

1.6 (0-4)

mRS, score

3.3±0.7 (1-4)

Barthel, points

67.7±10,6 (25-100)

MMSE, points

26.8±2.1 (23-29)

Education post elementary

2.5 (0-7) years

Computer experience (no/yes)

8/7

Visual impairments

Quadrantanopsia: 3, Hemianopsia:2

Sex (Female/Male)

4 / 11

Abbreviations: NIH-SS, National Institute of Health Stroke Scale; mRS, modified Rankin
scale. MMSE, Mini Mental State Estimations. In paper III and IV 3 respectively 2 patients
were excluded by 1, MRI incompatible heart valve device and 2, incomplete technical
data from MRI scanning session.
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VR-DiSTRO®
The design
The VR-DiSTRO® was designed and constructed to include four neglect
tests pinpointing different attention domains (See Fig. 4.) that are
disturbed in spatial neglect; (i) VR-Star Cancellation Test for egocentric
neglect and visual scanning; (ii) VR-Line Bisection for allocentric neglect
and spatial judgement; (iii) VR-Visual Extinction to measure attention
capacity and distinguish between attention and sensory factors and
finally; (iv) VR-Baking Tray Task as a functional measure of spatial
judgement and visuomotor exploring. In VR-Star Cancellation Test, and
VR-Line Bisection the robotic pen was used to point to the screen like if
using a touch screen. The healthy hand controlled the pen in test
situations and a touch sensation and a realistic force feedback was
perceived. The robotic pen was seen on the screen. The cubes in VRBaking Tray Task could be moved, replaced and manipulated, also in
depth by the virtual reality technology. The friction to the tray was
experienced by force feedback from the robotic pen and simultaneously
the events were seen in front of the screen in 3D. For the performance of
VR-Visual Extinction a chin-support was used to keep a fixed field of view
of 60´ and a separate keyboard was used to indicate reply. The same
instrument and set up was used for Posner cueing task outside the
scanner.
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RehAtt®
The design
The RehAtt® method (Fig. 9.) was designed and constructed to combine
an intense visual scanning training with multisensory stimulation and
activation of the contralesional arm. Using a battery of different
applications with visuo and audio spatial tasks a self-training was
performed in a 3D virtual reality (VR) game environment. The robotic pen
(Fig. 7.) was used with the contralesional arm (arm support used when
needed) to act towards targets appearing in the 3D space in front of the
monitor. The VR software technology creates the interaction in the
computerised environment, this means the targets and objects can all be
moved, rotated and manipulated, physically felt with force feedback. The
collision of objects was experienced through the robotic pen to the
contralesional hand by force feedback and creates tactile, vibration and
proprioceptive input. Using the battery, an individually choice of training
tasks was made and an individualised increasing level of difficulty were
given. Visual scanning was performed in the RehAtt® application Haptris,
developed from the well-known concept of the Tetris computer game.
(Fig. 10.) Another training application was the 3D Mental rotation task.
During an active pause the subjects listened to pleasant music in an audio
spatial training application. The RehAtt® training battery menu is shown
in Fig. 10.
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Figure 7. RehATT®-training battery for neglect, the research set-up.

Figure 8. Paper II-IV Overlap of the distribution of the right-sided lesions,
the color (1-10) illustrates number of patients with a corresponding ischemic
lesion. Printed with permission from from Taylor & Francis, Journal of
Topics of Strokerehabilitation 2016;23(3)
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Figure 9. RehAtt® set-up, support by occupational therapist when needed.

Figure 10. A selection of training tasks in the RehAtt® menu.
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Validation and Evaluation
Validation of the new virtual reality methods (Paper I and II) was made in
two prospective clinical trials. In the first study (Paper I), the total score
of the computerised neglect test battery VR-DiSTRO® was compared to
the total score of the BIT battery. The individual computerised tests were
also compared to the corresponding conventional test, i.e., VR-Star
Cancelletion Task, VR-Line Bisection, VR-Visual Extinction and VRBaking Tray. (Fig. 13.)
The Paper II-IV study is outlined in Figure 5. It evaluated improvement in
spatial behavior in neglect tests and activities of daily life before and after
a VR intervention with RehAtt®. The intervention consisted of selftraining with RehAtt® (Fig. 9, 10.) for 15 h (3x1hr sessions/week for 5
weeks). Baseline investigations (using VR-DiSTRO® as described above),
assessed each patient before training started and were repeated three
times during a five-week period, at intervals of one to two weeks. This
multiple baseline design was used to both confirm the chronicity of
neglect symptoms and to create a stable baseline for post-intervention
comparisons and also to control for test-re-test learning effects. After the
intervention, all test procedures were repeated.
The computerised attention test Posner Cuing Task (Fig. 6.) was included
in all test sessions and also used in the MRI scanner to evaluate change in
neuronal activation after RehAtt® intervention. CBS was used before and
after the intervention and at the follow-up six months later. Validation of
usability for the VR-methods (Paper I) was assessed according to ISO
9241-11 using a multiple-choice questionnaire.
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fMRI Evaluation of RehAtt® Intervention
We investigated neuronal plasticity from RehAtt® intervention in chronic
neglect using fMRI. fMRI was performed before and after the intervention
in the same sample of chronic neglect patients presented in Paper II. For
this purpose, we designed a fMRI protocol including sequences during a
task of goal directed attention and during resting state.
To measure the change in cortical activation during attention processes
we firstly used the Posner cueing task. (Paper III) (Figure 14, 15). During
this task we studied the change of localisation and intensity of the BOLD
signal after RehAtt intervention. The Posner cueing task includes different
aspects of spatial attention as goal and stimuli driven processes. We
evaluated change in cortical activation during goal directed attention to a
central arrow, a cue signalling to be ready to act on a target soon appearing
to either the right or to the left-hand side. (See figure 6 and paper III for
details). The cue, pointing either right or left was in 25% of the cases
guiding to wrong visual field. We also evaluated changes training related
changes during the target part of the test and the behavioral performance
as in percent misses of targets and reaction times.
To further study neuronal plasticity from intervention, we evaluated the
changes of connectivity in brain networks during resting state. (Paper IV)
We studied change in connectivity in three steps, firstly from regions of
interest in dorsal attention network (DAN) for this sample of subjects,
identified from the previous task activation during cue (Paper III).
Secondly, we compared connectivity in general in eight key neuronal
networks throughout the brain before and after the RehAtt intervention.

MRI Methods
All structural and functional data were collected on a 3 Tesla General
Electric MRI system (HD750) with a 32-channel head coil. Details in
Paper III BOLD signal was quantified using collected T2*-weighted
images single-shot gradient echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (37
interleaved axial slices, in-plane matrix size 96 x 96 interpolated to 128 x
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128: 3.4 mm, gap: 0.5 mm, TR 2000 ms, TE 30 ms, flip angle 80°, field of
view 25 x 25 cm). To allow steady-state imaging prior to image acquisition,
ten dummy scans were executed. A total of 740 volumes per session were
collected for the Posner Cueing task and a total of 170 volumes per session
for the resting state scan.
All BOLD fMRI data were corrected for acquisition time differences
between slices in each volume and each volume was realigned to account
for patient motion between scans. Using diffeomorphic anatomical
registration using exponential algebra (105), the realigned fMRI images
were normalized to the sample-specific group template, smoothed using
an 8.0-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian filter and affine-aligned
into stereotactic Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. Finally, to
limit the impact of task-correlated motion ArtRepair (v.4 School of
Medicine, Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, USA) was used for BOLD
fMRI data for the Posner Cueing task (Paper III).
Analysis of the fMRI activation BOLD signal
Imaging acquisition protocol and analysis of Posner Cueing task. (Posner
cuing task is illustrated in Fig6.) Right and left cue and target were
contrasted with the red-cross baseline condition for each individual (the
first-order analyses). Then cortical activation for cue conditions (pointing
to left or right side) and target condition (appearing to the left and right
side after as well incongruent as congruent cues) were contrasted with the
red-cross baseline condition at the pre-intervention test in fMRI. Then
estimations from each individual were input to a second-level visual field
(right and left)-by session (pre- and post-RehAtt® intervention) analysis.
This describes a top-down goal-directed attentional processing including
DAN. For bottom-up stimuli attentional processing, including the VAN
and redirecting attention processes, estimations of a congruency by
session for the target condition was analysed and averaged across visual
fields.
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Resting State Region-of-Interest Analyses, Dorsal Attention Network
From the activation during Posner Cueing task fMRI (Paper III) above, a
group DAN activation map was constructed. With the focus on activation
peaks in the DAN, a ROI analysis was performed by constructing four
spheres of 4 mm radius in the main peaks. These were located in the left
and right frontal eye fields (lFEF and rFEF) and in the left and right
intraparietal sulcus (lIPS and rIPS). (Fig. 16) Using the resting state fMRI
scan we calculated functional connectivity as the temporal correlation
(Pearson r) between all ROI pairs. (Fig. 17)
Concordance analyses
We performed an analysis of topological reorganization in the DAN
compared to other resting state networks. Using a previously published
atlas, we reconstructed individual level representations of two networks
that collectively comprised the DAN as well as the primary visual network.
Longitudinal similarity was calculated for the network using a spatial
concordance correlation measure.(106) Here we expected that DAN
components would show lower concordance between time points
compared to the primary visual network that we considered unlikely to be
influenced by the intervention.
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Statistics
In Paper I the computerized tests were compared to corresponding
conventional using the Cohen´s kappa coefficient. For each subtest and
for the VR-DiSTRO® a comparison was made to the neglect criterion BIT,
where sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and a likely hood
ratio test was calculated.
In Paper II. To evaluate the behavioral, effect a repeated measurement
ANOVA, with Huynh-Feldt adjustment was used. A simple contrast was
used to compare results for each test after training with results at each of
the three baseline test sessions. To study differences between the baseline
assessments the same test was used. If there were no differences in the
pairwise comparisons between the three scores from the repeated tests
occasions at the baseline, it was interpreted as there was no significant
test-retest learning effect. An adjustment was made for multiple T-tests
using the Holm Bonferroni method. To compare CBS observer score
before and after training the Paired T-test was used. In the Posner test,
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for analysis of percent missed
targets. The statistical significance was set as p < 0.05. The SPSS statistical
package (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for calculations.
In Paper III. In the first-order fMRI analyses, within each subject, the
BOLD signal was modeled as a set of regressors representing the
conditions in the Posner task. We modeled baseline fixation, left and right
cue conditions (arrow pointing either left or right) as well as congruent
and incongruent targets. Six motion parameters (three representing
rotation and three representing translation) were included in the model.
Model estimates were passed to second level ANOVAs for (1) cue direction
(left and right) by time (pre- and post-intervention) and (2) target
(congruent and incongruent) by time (pre- and post-intervention). The
first ANOVA was constructed to test changes in top-down attention
processes and the second ANOVA was set up to test bottom-up attention
processes. In the whole-brain analyses the statistical threshold was set to
p < 0.001 at the voxel level in conjunction with p < 0.05 FWE correction
at the cluster level.
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In Paper IV. Increases in connectivity were assessed with paired t-tests.
We applied a Bonferroni corrected threshold of p=0.0125 since there were
four possible combinations of ROIs that formed an interhemispheric
connection within the DAN. A paired samples t-test was selected to
determine if spatial concordance was lower for the DAN than a primary
visual network. Here we applied p=0.05 as threshold of significance.
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Results
Results Paper I. Validation of VR-DiSTRO®
Duration for the assessment of spatial neglect using VR-DiSTRO® was 15
minutes, compared to 50 min for the BIT battery. Comparisons of the VRDiSTRO® (four tests) to BIT (15 subtests) are shown in Table 3. In
summary, VR-DiSTRO® showed a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of
82% to identify spatial neglect and thus the VR-DiSTRO® correctly
diagnosed all patients with spatial neglect. The two VR-DiSTRO® subtests
VR-baking tray (r = 0.80) and VR-extinction test (r = 0.87) had the
highest correlation to BIT, corresponding R2 can be seen in table 3.

Table 3. Results Paper I, printed with permission from the publishers John
Wiley & Sons Ltd, ACTA Neurologica Scandinavia 2011;123(3):167-174,”
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The following kappa values were found when correlating the subtests of
VR-DiSTRO with the corresponding conventional tests: VR-Extinction
(Kappa = 0.65; P = 0.005), VR- Line Bisection (Kappa = 0.47; P = 0.012),
VR- Star Cancellation Task (Kappa = 0.56; P = 0.004) and VR-Baking
Tray Task (Kappa = 0.85; P = 0.001).
According to ISO 9241-11 standard (i.e., questions about usability), VRDiSTRO® showed to be easy to learn and use, and no subjects reported
nausea or side effect when using the VR-method. The experience of 3D VR
was reported as interesting and no one reported discomfort.

Results Paper II. Training with RehAtt in Chronic Neglect
Stability of symptoms were confirmed by revealing similar results from
three repeated baseline investigations using VR-DiSTRO® and the Posner
cuing task. (See paper II, table 2. for posthoc analysis). After RehAtt®
intervention, subjects improved in three of four subtests as shown in
Figure 11. A-D: Star Cancellation Task, mean improvement +6.43%
(repeated measurement ANOVA, p<0.006); Baking tray task, +16.1%
(p<0.001), Extinction + 13,9% (p<0.05).
After the RehAtt® training, improvement in spatial attention in daily
activities was reported in CBS by the observer (p = 0.01) and by selfreports (p = 0.02), but not by next of kin. The subjects still reported
improvement six months after the training session.
Regarding Posner cuing task, an improvement (p < 0.05) was seen in the
analysis of percent missed targets (See paper II). The comparison of the
post- to the mean of the tree pre-training scores is illustrated in Figure 12.
However, no improvement was seen in reaction time (Posner unified
index). These results were also valid for the 13 subjects available for task
fMRI analysis. (Paper III)
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Figure 11 (A)–(D) Behavioral results at the three repeated baselines visits
and after RehAtt® training in four neglect tests. (A) Star cancellation test;
(B) Baking tray task; (C) Extinction test; (D) Line bisection.

Figure 12. Behavioral Results %- Neglect tests scores, after training
compared to mean of the 3 baseline values before training.
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.

Figure 13. Baking Tray Task, conventional test and computerised in VRDiSTRO using real time physics. With permission from K Thamm
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Results Paper III and IV Changes in Neural Activity
fMRI data during Posner cueing condition (Paper III)
Cue condition
First the evaluation of cortical activation for the cue condition compared
to baseline rest condition was evaluated. The task activation during cue
showed that the subjects recruited their bilateral IPS, their bilateral
frontal eye field (i.e., the Dorsal Attention Network DAN) and their
bilateral occipito-temporal cortex, and also parts of their dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) bilaterally. At the next step, we compared
BOLD-signal intensity before and after intervention during this cue
condition.(Fig.14) A significant difference as main effect of RehAtt® was
observed in an extended cortical network. This included their anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC), their DLPFC, and also their temporal cortex
bilaterally. Compared to the task activation seen before intervention it
only partially overlapped. (Fig. 14). After training, an increased activation
was also seen in an extended fronto-temporal network when the arrow cue
pointed to the left compared to when it was pointing to the right. (Fig.15.)
A post-hoc analysis revealed that no reversed effects were shown.
Target condition
During the part of Posner cuing task that include targets and target
conditions, the participants primarily recruited following areas; superior
motor cortex, the DLPFC, their middle temporal cortex and their
cingulum. They also recruited Ventral Attention Network nodes such as
the anterior insula, the temporal parietal junction TPJ, and the superior
temporal sulcus. After the RehAtt® intervention, no significant main
effect of training was revealed at this part of the Posner cuing task.
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fMRI data during resting state (Paper IV)
The resting state interhemispheric functional connectivity between rFEF
and lIPS increased following training (mean±SD, 0.33±0.17 vs 0.45±0.13
for pre and post rehabilitation session respectively, p=0.004),
see Figure 17. This effect was still observed when removing patients with
lesions at the rFEF coordinate (mean±SD, 0.35±0.17 vs 0.51±0.14, pre
and post rehabilitation sessions respectively, p=0.002, N=8).
The two network maps that collectively represented the DAN showed a
lower concordance between time points compared to the primary visual
network (0.27±0.13 for left-hemisphere dominant and 0.29±0.12 for
right-hemisphere dominant DAN networks versus 0.41±0.20 for the
primary visual p=0.025 and p=0.025, respectively) supporting that the
DAN had higher topological remapping compared to a network expected
to remain stable.
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Figure 14. Increased training-related BOLD-signal intensity during
Posner cue condition
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Figure 15. The main effect of VF during the cue conditions
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Figure legends to Fig. 14. (Previous page) Increased training-related
BOLD-signal intensity during Posner cue condition. The taskactivation pattern (cue activation > baseline resting condition) from the pre-test
scanning is presented as a green outline to illustrate the contrast between the
Posner cue condition and the resting baseline condition. (A-C) A significant
training-related increased BOLD-signal response was observed within an
extended cortical network including the ACC, the DLPFC, and the bilateral
temporal cortex. (D) Mean beta values (estimated parameter values) from the
cluster showing training-related effects are presented as plots contrasting
Posner cue condition with the baseline resting condition when the arrow was
pointing to the left (blue) or to the right (orange) VFs both at pre- and post-test.
Error bars = standard errors.

Figure legends to Fig. 15. (Previous page) The main effect of VF
during the cue conditions A significant main effect of VF indicates that the
participants recruited the presented regions to a larger extent when the arrow
cue was pointing to the left than to the right VF. (D) Mean beta values are
presented as plots contrasting Posner cue condition with the baseline resting
condition when the arrow was pointing to the left (blue) or the right (orange)
VFs at the pre- and the post-test. Error bars = standard error.
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Figure 16. Activation map for the que condition during the fMRI Posner task
masked at t>2.8 for visualization purposes. The cluster peak coordinates of
frontal eye fields and superior parietal lobules were used to construct region of
interests for the connectivity analyses
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Figure 17. Connectivity mean (SD) before (first row) and following
rehabilitation (second row) between regions of interest within the dorsal
attention network. Right and left frontal eye fields (lFEF and rFEF respectively)
as well as the intraparietal sulcus (lIPS and rIPS respectively). P-values denote
statistical difference comparing pre and post rehabilitation values.
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Discussion
Given the deeply damaging impact of spatial neglect on a third of all stroke
patients, there is a need for new, effective and theory-based methods of
diagnosis and rehabilitation.(76) This is challenging, because spatial
neglect after stroke is a complex phenomenon and a multi-sensory
impairment related to a breakdown in the brain’s attention networks. We
addressed this void by developing an innovative form of test and training
battery using virtual reality technology. The construct evaluation of the
diagnostic part, VR-DiSTRO®, showed promising results regarding
feasibility and accuracy in 31 stroke patients. Evaluation of RehAtt®, the
training battery, in a sample of 15 subjects with chronic neglect revealed
improved spatial attention both in tests and in activities of daily life.
Training-related changes in brain neuronal activity that were seen in the
fMRI evaluation, might indicate compensatory or restorative effects in
targeted networks. VR-DiSTRO® and RehAtt® represents new concepts
for the assessment and rehabilitation of spatial neglect. These new VR
methods seem to have the potential to contribute to an improvement in
the care of stroke patients.

VR-DiSTRO®
In Paper I, we report the validation of VR-DiSTRO®, a computerised
neglect test battery. The main results from Paper I indicate that the test
battery components of VR-DiSTRO® showed moderate to high correlation
when compared to the corresponding conventional tests. VR-DiSTRO®
also identified all nine patients with neglect in a sample of 31 stroke
patients. The usability was high and VR-DiSTRO® took a third of the time
to perform compared to testing with the BIT battery.
The combination of tests in the VR-DiSTRO® was chosen to cover for
different cognitive domains of the neglect phenomenon. The battery
included a test for stimuli driven spatial attention (Extinction test), for
goal-driven spatial attention (Star Cancellation test), and for visuomotor
exploring (Baking Tray task, BTT) in an egocentric frame, also for
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allocentric spatial awareness (Line Bisection), all performed in
peripersonal space. The tests in VR-DiSTRO® could accurately identify
neglect, using the BIT battery as criterion for neglect. Among the
individual neglect tests included in the VR-DiSTRO®, VR-BTT had the
highest kappa value, when compared to its conventional counterpart VRBTT had the highest kappa value, when compared to its conventional
counterpart. BTT is an example of a neglect test assessing impairment in
visuomotor exploration in peripersonal space; it simulates the placement
of buns on a tray, which is a functional test suitable for VR-environment
(69). The moderate correlation between VR-Extinction test and “double
simultaneous stimulation", compared to the wiggling fingers used in
conventional Extinction (NIH-SS No 9)(107) might be caused by a more
precise and controlled presentation of stimuli and collecting of response
data using VR-DiSTRO®. Whether the extinction phenomenon should be
included as part of the spatial neglect phenomenon has however been
debated. (108-110) We consider that the computerised extinction test
should stay as test in VR-DiSTRO® as it measures a limited attention
capacity and exogenous attention.(111) In this study, VR-Extinction had
high sensitivity to identify neglect.
We assume that the lower (moderate) kappa value for VR-SCT and VR-LB
compared to conventional tests could be caused by a well-known
weakness of low repeatability, especially for LBS, in test-re-test
evaluations in acute/sub-acute stroke.(50) It could also be the different
context; paper and pen compared to robotic pen and screen. Still, the
cancellation test for neglect, to identify a skewed scanning pattern and
impaired skill to identify targets/ figures spread among distractors is
considered to be one of the most sensitive tests to identify impaired spatial
attention.(112, 113) To include a cancellation tests is inevitable as part of
the neglect test battery, and there are different ways to do this in VRDiSTRO®. A cancellation test that includes identification of each targets
left and right side would probably augment the VR-DiSTRO® to further
measure for allocentric neglect (stimuli-centered). Adding tests similar to
the Appletest (113) or Copy Picture test to the VR-DiSTRO® could also
improve its capacity to assess allocentric neglect. The inclusion of LBS in
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a test battery is disputed due to low and variable sensitivity and specificity
as indicated by our results, but in this study, it has covered some for the
allocentric part of the neglect.(114)
Because spatial attention is essential to many perceptual, cognitive, and
motor functions there is a need for new easy to use screening methods for
spatial neglect. Screening in stroke care is important in order to early
identify patients with neglect for acute treatment, rehabilitation and to
record improvement of neglect over time. VR-DiSTRO® is a novel,
promising screening method with the potential to become a useful tool for
neglect diagnosis.

RehAtt®
RehAtt®, an intense scanning training enhanced by multi-sensory
stimulation, was constructed into a 3D-game environment, designed
according to current knowledge of neglect pathophysiology.(33) In Paper
II, the effect of a five-week training with RehAtt® on long-standing neglect
after stroke was evaluated. Outcome was assessed using the VR-DiSTRO®
neglect-test battery described in Paper I, and with CBS for activities of
daily living. In summary, visuospatial behaviour improved in tests and in
activities of daily living, with a lasting effect reported six months after
training.
The objective for Paper II was to create an effective and motivating
training method for neglect. This was done by combining scanning
training (top-down), a cluster of multi-sensory stimulating techniques
(bottom-up), and activation of the paretic left hand using a haptic device.
The training tasks were designed to stimulate the attention networks .(33)
VR as an enriched environment could be a primer for neuronal plasticity
and contribute towards mending the broken brain.(29, 30, 115) Which
single or combination of components in the RehAtt® design contribute the
positive outcome of Paper II is not known. RehAtt® design combines a
cluster of stimulating techniques (bottom-up) built into the 3D game
environment. Audio, visual, and tactile cues guide patients towards the
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contralesional peripersonal VR space.(116, 117) This was built into spatial
attention training tasks designed to activate neuronal traffic in and
between both DAN and VAN networks.(33) Bottom-up features included
in RehAtt® are optokinetic stimulation, music, active 3D glasses,
interactive force feedback including touch, and manipulation of 3D
objects and rewards.
In Paper II, after training with RehAtt®, we found improvement in Star
Cancellation test, Extinction test, and Posner Cueing test. This might
result from the intense repetitions in scanning training (top-down tasks)
in an enriched environment.(29) The intense training of a top-down
scanning strategy, once well learned, might compensate so the person
having long-standing neglect learns to be aware, for instance to
consciously look to the left.(19) Such compensatory strategies might
explain the improved performance in SCT and improved spatial attention
seen in activities of daily living.
In Paper III and IV, we investigate whether the main cause of
improvement seen from the RehAtt® training is due to a compensatory
effect or if the method generates a more restorative mending effect in the
brain, but this requires further study.
Even if promising results are seen in this sample of chronic neglect, ours
is still a small study and the results must be confirmed in a prospective
RCT. We trained only subjects with persistent symptoms of neglect in
chronic phase after stroke, but RehAtt® should be applicable to the
subacute stroke phase, within the first three months, when the potential
and plausible training effect is known to be most effective.(28) The
common use of the term “chronic neglect” should be considered.
Most of the literature about neglect rehabilitation is focused on the first
few months after stroke. Regarding training effect achieved in chronic
neglect, there are mainly case studies in the literature. From this
standpoint, it is interesting that we could see improvements on spatial
attention in chronic neglect after only 15 hours of training. In future
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studies, it is highly important to evaluate persistence of training effects
over time and generalization beyond tests to improvements in daily and
social life.(1, 10)
Currently, there are no evidence-based methods to recommend for neglect
rehabilitation.(10) Due to the available evidence, there are still
recommendations to perform scanning training, general perception
training in task and activity, and visuomotor activation of paretic arm.(73)
The importance of individual training due to the heterogenicity profile of
neglect symptoms are highlighted, and an enriched rehabilitation with a
combination of methods is recommended.(19, 76) British, European, and
American stroke guidelines recommend task-specific training for spatial
neglect to be performed in stroke rehabilitation.(52-54, 58) This should
preferably be done during the subacute phase due to knowledge of optimal
brain plasticity window after stroke, but the majority of stroke survivors
need to improve their function in the chronic phase.
In Paper II, we found a transfer from skills gained during training to
activities of daily life. Other studies using VR have found different degree
of transfer: In a study by Katz’, VR street-crossing training did not transfer
to daily life (118); Kim et al. found training transfer after three weeks from
activation of the non-paretic right arm using a 2D computer game in acute
neglect patients(119); Van Kessel et al. did not find enhanced effects from
using VR in driving simulator tasks(120). A recent meta-analysis of VR
based training for spatial neglect states that VR methods are promising
but further studies are needed, as well as the development of the optimal
concept of VR hardware and software for neglect rehabilitation.(80, 95)
VR for stroke rehabilitation has already been found to be significantly
more effective than conventional therapy in improving upper limb motor
function.(90)
Prism Adaptation (PA) (121) as being the probably most studied method
for neglect by now, is known to improve several neglect symptoms, and in
some studies gives a long-standing effect on skill transfer; but there
remains a need to find out more about the neuronal mechanisms of
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adaptation and what part of the population with neglect can benefit from
the method.(83, 122, 123) As in RehAtt®, PA also targets visuomotor
activation. In PA the non-paretic ipsilateral arm is used for pointing and
in RehAtt® the paretic arm is activated with robotics. In PA, prism goggles
are used and RehAtt® uses active 3D shutter glasses. RehAtt® is based on
guided self-training in enriched VR game environments (enriched
rehabilitation) that can be modulated by an assistant when needed. PA is
always a therapist-led training but only requires prism googles and a
pointing tool. RehAtt® was built from standard hardware components,
has been designed for home rehabilitation and is suited for support using
telemedicine. The equipment could be made available at stroke units and
offered for home loans. In combination with the diagnostic VR-DiSTRO®,
neglect could be assessed and improvement registered with repeated
investigations.
The RehAtt®-training battery was designed and constructed to offer an
intense, stimulating, and motivating self-training for neglect. The results
of this study are promising and merit further development. Next steps
include independent verification of our results in a randomized controlled
multicentre trail. RehAtt® has the potential to become an effective
intervention tool in hospitals and for in-home rehabilitation.

Restorative or compensatory effect?
Spatial neglect is related to neuronal dysfunction in and between the
brain’s attention networks. A key question raised in this study was
whether the improved spatial attention was because patients learned a
compensatory strategy (top-down) or if the training made a change in
neuronal activity, i.e., a restorative effect (showed by an improved
connectivity in and between attention networks and related cortical
areas). Thus, we hypothesized that the improvement after RehAtt®
training could be caused by either a compensatory or a restorative effect,
or a combination.
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The question was illuminated by two fMRI techniques: A. evaluation of
change in neuronal activity from RehAtt® training by collecting data
during task, and B. evaluation of connectivity in and between neuronal
network during rest. By studying the change in fMRI signal during an
attention task, we could assess a pattern of training related neuronal
activation pointing towards a compensatory effect, i.e. activation outside
the task network that we interpreted as compensatory recruitment of
brain function to perform the task.
Training-related changes in neuronal activity were found during the
cueing phase of the task activation when participants are hinted on the
location of the stimuli that they are about to experience. Such tasks are
conceived as assessing top-down modulatory systems of attention.(42)
The changes could thus be interpreted as a sign of improved strategic
compensatory function learned from RehAtt®. This was further supported
by the prefrontal cortex localization of the new activation, mainly in the
DLPFC and ACC areas, known to be activated in executive function.(124,
125) The activation of the prefrontal regions was in line with previous
studies related to guiding attention and goal-directed behaviour.(126, 127)
An interesting finding was that the BOLD signal intensity was enhanced
when the cue pointed to the left side, potentially indicative of improved
attention to the neglected side that also was seen in spatial behaviour
outside the scanner.
Compensatory cortical activation from rehabilitation interventions has
previously also been reported in chronic stroke patients with large cortical
lesions, for instance after training of aphasia or arm paresis.(128) In a
small study using fMRI to evaluate the effect of PA on spatial neglect,
enhanced activity was found in multiple brain regions outside attention
networks, indicating signs of compensatory effects.(37) RehAtt® was
designed to train a compensatory scanning strategy by using VR, and thus
the fMRI results during task in Paper III. are compatible with these
intentions.
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Possible training-related brain changes were also evaluated with resting
state fMRI. Specifically, we examined resting state connectivity within key
DAN regions that were localized using peak activations from the fMRI
study (Paper III). Such connectivity has been shown to be indicative of
neglect severity and amelioration in the acute phase.(33) We detected a
longitudinal increase in interhemispheric DAN connectivity following the
rehabilitation scheme. Next, we used a network similarity analysis
(concordance) to assess possible changes in connectivity occurring
outside the DAN. This analysis confirmed that the primary changes in the
resting state connectivity occurred in the DAN. The detected increase in
DAN connectivity concerned the right FEF and the left iPS. One possible
interpretation of this observation is that the scanning training component
of the rehabilitation scheme caused a restorative effect on attention
networks improving control of eye movements and direction of spatial
attention. In summary, fMRI investigation in this sample of chronic
neglect patients revealed improved spatial attention from RehAtt®
training, changes indicative of a compensatory effect by increasing topdown activation in prefrontal cortex, and a restorative effect seen as
improved connectivity in attention networks.
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Methodological Considerations and Limitations
The main objective in paper I was to develop a technical platform for
assessment of neglect. We performed a construct validation, a pilot study
in a small sample of stroke patients. Further studies are needed, after an
upgrade of the current version of VR-DiSTRO®, to establish a new
assessment method for neglect. The testing of patients with coexisting
neglect and left-sided hemianopsia is a special problem and needs to be
addressed in upgrades of the VR-DiSTRO®.
Paper II-IV was an exploratory study of RehAtt® with main objective to
design and technically develop the VR-method and also to evaluate its
training effects in a small sample of subjects with chronic neglect. Due to
limited economical resources, we could not perform a large-scale
randomized controlled study. In this early stage of evaluation of a new
method, we decided to use a multiple baseline design with a sample of
chronic neglect subjects, in order to confirm a stable baseline.(46)
According to the power analysis, we planned to recruit 40 subjects.
However, due to insufficient data about neglect in the medical records, we
had difficulties to identify patients that fulfilled the criteria. Another
obstacle was the inclusion criteria requiring subjects to be able to visit the
hospital in total 23 times. No drop out was reported in paper II-IV.All but
one subject could be evaluated with MRI. Even if the study sample was
small, we found significant training-related changes in neuronal activity
in paper III and IV, indicating an effect of RehAtt®. This merit and
stimulate to proceed with further research and development using this
methodology. A control group had been desirable in the MRI papers, as
well as in Paper II. A shortcoming is the lack of diffusion tensor imaging
with detailed information about structural lesions and symptom mapping
analysis. In paper III, the Posner cuing test was chosen because it has been
used in previous neglect studies.(33) However, this task has limitations
and future tasks in fMRI may be improved by relating to ecological effects.
We had problems with movement artefacts in paper III. A benefit using
resting state, as in paper IV, is that there is no need for subjects to interact
and thus, movement artefact may be reduced.
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Figure 18. VR, from top;1. the author is supervising the Swedish King Carl
XVI Gustaf, using VR- RehAtt, wearing 3D-glasses and holding the haptic
device. Middle: next generation Augmented Reality;(HoloLens), semi
immersed VR wherein the room becomes the canvas for VR holograms.
Bottom; fully immersed VR(Oculus Rift). The screens allow observers to see
what the user of VR is seeing. 1.Printed with permission Mikael Hansson.
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Future Directions
VR for stroke rehabilitation is a rapidly growing field.(80) A flood of new
VR methods are now being evaluated in small and exploratory studies.
(95) To confirm the true potential of VR therapies in various clinical
populations, it is important that positive results from these studies are
established in large, longitudinal and randomized trials. For patients and
relatives, it is also important that the training effect could be generalized
to improved function in daily living. To establish best-practice guidelines
for neglect treatment with VR methods, it is important to standardize the
methodology. For instance, type of neglect symptoms has to be described
in detail and related to pathophysiological mechanisms. The technology
should be described as immersed to non-immersed VR. Exposed field of
view, interaction, proprioceptive input, the gamification and if reward
systems should also be included. In the development of new VR-methods
the need of therapist support should be evaluated as future rehabilitation
will probably mainly be performed at home. The VR-technology offers
great opportunities to enhance task specific training.
The future winning concept of VR-therapy for neglect rehabilitation is the
combination of training methods, for example motor and cognitive
dysfunction. By creating an enriched environment in VR it might become
an excellent method to stimulate brain neuroplasticity. The future
direction seems to be to enhance training effect by combining VR methods with neurostimulation. This could be done by non-invasive
brainstimulation, pharmacological, neuro-feedback techniques and in
combination with neuroimaging.(81)These first evaluations of VRDiSTRO® and RehAtt®, pilots ahead of larger trials, have given useful
guidance how to further develop the methods, as well as insights into
research design.
One winning concept to create effective and useful methods for neglect
patients is to embrace the necessity and potential of interdisciplinary
collaboration between scientists, neurologists, occupational therapists,
physiotherapists, psychologists and engineers. Then new methods will
emerge that will improve the daily living for those affected by stroke.
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Conclusions
I. A diagnostic VR battery, VR-DiSTRO®, was constructed. The VRDiSTRO® identified visuospatial neglect quickly and with high sensitivity
and specificity. The computerised tests correlated well with conventional
tests and had a high usability. In the future, VR-DiSTRO® has the
potential to become a useful tool for the screening and assessment of
spatial neglect.
II. A VR training battery, RehAtt®, was constructed. After training,
patients showed improvement in spatial attention on behavioural tests
and improved function in daily activities, both immediately and reported
at six months follow up after training. In the future, RehAtt® can become
an effective training tool in stroke rehabilitation for inpatients and
outpatients and for in-home rehabilitation.
III. Training with RehAtt® revealed increased task-evoked brain activity
in an extended network including prefrontal and temporal cortex during
attention cueing, indicative of a compensatory effect.
IV. RehAtt® that improved left side awareness in chronic stroke patients
also increased intrinsic, resting state interhemispheric connectivity within
the DAN. Interestingly a region for eye movements became more
integrated with the left posterior parietal cortex. The improved
connectivity in attention networks can be interpreted as a restorative
neural effect from training. These results merit for further studies.
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Sammanfattning på svenska
Stroke är den vanligaste orsaken till hjärnskada och långvarig
funktionsnedsättning. Förutom förlamning så orsakar stroke kognitiva
svårigheter. Det kan innebära svårigheter att tala, tänka, minnas, lösa
problem och att fatta beslut. Var tredje strokepatient drabbas av en
uppmärksamhetsstörning som kallas spatialt neglekt. Spatialt neglekt är
för många ett svårt men dolt handikapp som kan ge en livslång
funktionsnedsättning. Det påverkar möjligheten att bli självständig och
oberoende igen efter stroke.
Definitionen av spatialt neglekt är svårigheter att reagera, förstå och agera
på ljud-, känsel- och synintryck som kommer mot den sida av kroppen
som är motsatt den där man fått sin hjärnskada, oftast högersidig skada.
Spatialt neglekt, eller neglekt, är ett komplext fenomen som omfattar mer
än enbart nedsatt rumslig uppmärksamhet till vänster. Det omfattar även
en generell uppmärksamhetsstörning med svårigheter att vara alert,
koncentrera sig och skifta fokus. Det innebär även en nedsatt
medvetenhet om, och en nedsatt kontroll av vänster sida av kroppen. Det
här leder till svårigheter att röra sig på ett säkert sätt, att hitta i sin
omgivning, ta sig fram i trafik, att hänga med i samtal, läsa och klara sina
vardagssysslor. Det saknas effektiva metoder för att diagnostisera
tillståndet, vilket innebär att man kan missa möjlighet till akutbehandling
och rehabilitering. Det saknas vetenskapligt underlag för effektiv
rehabilitering. Hälften av de som har neglekt vid insjuknandet drabbas av
bestående funktionsnedsättning, s.k. kroniskt neglekt (> sex månader
efter insjuknandet). Detta trots att de fått traditionell strokerehabilitering
som t.ex. kan vara att träna avsökning, aktivering och stimulering av
vänster sida i vardagsaktiviteter. Neglekt är ett vanligt och allvarligt
tillstånd som påverkar livskvalitet efter stroke. Därför finns ett stort behov
av att ta fram mer effektiv screening och specifik behandling för neglekt.
Idag finns kunskap om hur man kan påverka hjärnans fortsatta
läkningsförmåga många år efter en stroke. Med rätt stimulans och
högintensiv träning kan funktion förbättras i det som ännu kallas för
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”kronisk fas” efter stroke. Att träna i en berikad och stimulerande
rehabiliteringsmiljö (s.k. enriched environment) har setts förstärka
träningseffekt. Virtual reality (VR) är en teknologi som visat sig effektiv
för att träna upp funktion i en förlamad hand efter stroke. I VR kan man
skapa en dataproducerad miljö som man kan interagera i. VR lämpar sig
väl som plattform för att utveckla tester och träningsmetoder för
uppmärksamhet. Fördelar med tester i VR är att varje testtillfälle blir lika
och repeterbart, samt att resultat och beteende registreras direkt av
datorn.
Möjliga fördelar med träning i VR är att träningseffekten bör kunna
förstärkas i och med att man tränar intensivt i en stimulerande och
motiverande miljö som inkluderar flera sinnen. Intensiv träning av en
funktion som görs i en berikad miljö, t.ex. i form av neglekttränng i VRspel, kan bli en form av berikad rehabilitering att användas som ett tillägg
till vardagsrehabilitering. Teoretiskt bör utformning av test och
träningsuppgifter för rumslig uppmärksamhet bygga på kunskap om de
av hjärnans mekanismer har skadats när man uppvisar neglekt. Man vet
att ”signaltrafiken” då är störd inom och mellan nyckelområden i hjärnan.
Dessa regioner i både höger och vänster hjärnhalva behöver samverka i
funktionella neuronala uppmärksamhetsnätverk. När stroke skadar
hjärnans strukturer störs signaltrafiken även till och inom oskadda
områden.
Nya träningsmetoder för neglekt har föreslagits. Dessa bör kombinera
metoder som att lära en strategi för avsökning (dvs. medveten inlärning,
s.k. top-down) med stimulering av sinnen (s.k. bottom-up). För att
utvärdera effekt av nya metoder kan funktionell magnetkamera (fMRI)
teknik användas. Då kan man indirekt följa skillnad i aktiveringsmönster
(BOLD-signal) när man löser en uppgift (task). Även neuronal trafik i vila
(resting state) före och efter träningsperioden kan undersökas. I den här
avhandlingen använder vi fMRI för att studera en ny träningsmetod och
hur den påverkar neuronal aktivering i och mellan de två bakre (DAN) och
det högersidiga främre (VAN) uppmärksamhetsnätverken och relaterade
regioner.
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Detta avhandlingsarbete fokuserar på att designa, utveckla och utvärdera
nya metoder för neglekt med stöd av VR-teknik i form av ett testbatteri
och ett träningsbatteri. Hypotesen var att att med fyra datoriseriserade
neglekttester, som undersöker olika uppmärksamhetsfunktioner snabbt
och säkert kunna identifiera vilka strokepatienter som har neglekt jämfört
med att göra 15 tester i BIT (Behavioral Inattention Test battery). Genom
att träna med en VR-metod som kombinerar inlärning av en sökstrategi
med en simulerande träningsmiljö och aktivering av förlamad arm med
robotik bör uppmärksamhetsfunktionen kunna förbättras även i vid
neglekt i den s.k. kroniska fasen. Förbättrad uppmärksamhet av VRmetoden bör kunna ses i tester och i vardagsaktiviteter, även i förstärkt
signaltrafik i hjärnan.
I det här avhandlingsarbetet utvecklades ett nytt koncept med VR teknik
för diagnostik (VR-DiSTRO®) och träning (RehAtt®) av neglekt.
Hårdvaran bestod av en dator, bildskärm och 3D-glasögon. För att styra
uppgifterna användes en utrustning som gav kraftåterkoppling, en s.k.
robotpenna (Phantom Omni). Programvaran (Colosseum 3D)
möjliggjorde att objekt kunde flyttas, roteras och placeras i 3D-miljön
med robotpennan. RehAtt gjorde det möjligt att kombinera intensiv
visuell skanningsträning, (strategi för avsökning) med multisensorisk
stimulering (dvs. syn, hörsel och känsel) och sensorimotor-aktivering av
den förlamade armen. Tester utfördes med frisk arm. I den första studien
genomfördes en konstruktvalidering av testbatteriet VR-DiSTRO mot BIT
på 31 strokepatienter. Metodens användbarhet utvärderades även enligt
ISO standard. Till Studie II-IV inkluderades 15 personer med kvarstående
neglekt efter i medeltal 3,3 år, efter ischemiskt stroke i höger hjärnhalva.
De fick under en fem veckor lång baslinjeperiod utföra fem neglekt-tester
vid tre tillfällen, för att säkerställa stabila besvär. Därigenom uteslöts även
en eventuell effekt av att upprepade tester. Därefter kom de för träning
med VR-metoden RehAtt® 15 timmar totalt (3 x 1 tim per vecka under 5
veckor). Direkt efter utvärderades effekt med testbatteriet igen. En
bedömning av metodens effekt på uppmärksamhet i vardagsaktiviteter
gjordes med Catherine Bergego Scale (CBS), där en uppföljning också
gjordes sex månader efter träningsperioden. Före och efter
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träningsperioden gjordes en fMRI-undersökning av hjärnans aktivitet
dels när de utförde en uppgift, dels i vila.
I delarbete I utvecklades och utvärderades ett datoriserat testbatteri VRDiSTRO®. Jämfört med ett omfattande testbatteri med 15 tester kunde
dessa fyra tester hitta alla nio patienter med neglekt bland 31
strokepatienter. Med VR-DiSTRO® tog det 15 minuter att utföra jämfört
med 50 minuter för BIT. Varje datoriserat test jämfördes också med
motsvarande standardtest och jämförelsen visade mycket god till måttlig
överensstämmelse. Användbarheten för VR-metoden bedömdes hög,
metoden var lätt att lära och hade inga negativa bieffekter. I delarbete II
observerades en förbättring av uppmärksamhetsfunktion i fyra av fem
neglekttester efter träningsperioden. Förbättrad uppmärksamhet sågs i
vardagsaktivitet och patienterna rapporterade en bestående förbättring
efter sex månader.
I delarbete III observerades med fMRI, efter träningsperioden, en
förstärkt hjärnaktivering när patienten utförde en uppgift (task). Nya
aktiveringsområden observerades även i den främre delen av hjärnan. I
delarbete IV, efter träningsperioden, fann vi en förstärkt signaltrafik när
patienten vilade (rest). Förstärkningen sågs till områden som hör till
bakre uppmärksamhetsnätverket i den vänstra hjärnhalvan.
VR-DiSTRO® kunde snabbt och säkert identifiera strokepatienter med
neglekt. Efter träning med RehAtt® förbättrades patienterna i såväl
uppmärksamhet som ADL-funktioner. En förstärkt hjärnaktivering sågs i
och mellan uppmärksamhetsnätverk och relaterade hjärnområden. Detta
kan ses som tecken på möjlig kompensatorisk effekt och även en
läkningseffekt av RehAtt®. Resultaten i den här avhandlingen är lovande
och uppmuntrar till nästa steg att konfirmera resultaten i en större
randomiserad kontrollerad studie.
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